Type IV (e.g. 'Dyirbal').
The last group to be distinguished is composed of ethnonyms which can be declined according to either the Type I or Type III model, i.e. with or without an overt plural suffix. The dictionaries list dozens of ethnic designations allowing this alternation, e.g. Ainu, Arawak, Baluchi, Chickasaw, Fox, Mandingo, Zulu. The formal properties of Type IV ethnonyms resemble those of nouns denoting certain wild animals, which -especially when one is referring to them as the prey of hunters or fishers -allow the use of the Ø-plural (eel, elk, partridge, pheasant, rabbit, quail, etc.) : "We 'bagged' two brindled gnu, four water-boc …" [ † 7 Speke Discov. Nile 36 (1863)]. Not infrequently we come across both regular and unmarked plurals of these nouns within the same text, as in the following:
Praying, among the Havasupai, is much like speech-making … A formal speech has never been recorded and analyzed among the Havasupais or Hualapais.
[Leanne Hinton Havasupai song (Tubingen: Gunter Narr, 1981), pp [8] [9] In almost all cases Type IV ethnonyms refer to autochthonous peoples of Africa, Asia, Australia and the Americas, a fact which has not gone unnoticed by the grammarians:
The uninflected plural is especially common with the names of uncivilized or less civilized peoples: the Iroquois, Navaho, Ojibwa, Omaha, Blackfoot, Duala, Bantu, Swahili, etc. [George Curme A grammar of the English language, vol II §43. 3 (NY: Heath & Co 1935)] Names of uncivilized peoples are often used unchanged in the plural: the Eskimo, Bateke, Batungo … [O. Jespersen A modern English grammar on historical principles, vol II, §11.58 (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1922)] In this paper I will discuss the history of this last class of English ethnonyms, and offer some hypotheses concerning the course of their evolution. The declension of Type IV ethnonyms reflects a complicated mix of factors, not all of which I can claim to have understood. What I will argue is that in order to account for the sharp increase in the usage of uninflected plurals of the "names of uncivilized or less civilized peoples" in the last century, we must examine both (1) the writer's conception of the Object of ethnographic study, and of his or her role as trained observer of this Object; and (2) how writers position their texts within a valued discursive tradition through the (conscious or unconscious) appropriation of textual surface features indexing that tradition.
3. The declension of the names of non-Western peoples. The remainder of the paper will be given over to an examination of the declension of the ethnonyms of non-Western peoples, in particular the indigenous nations of North America. The general conclusions I draw appear to apply equally well to the ethnonyms of African, Asian, Oceanic and South American peoples.
3. . The German-born and educated Boas played a crucial role in furthering the collection and scholarly study of indigenous American languages, and trained many of the major figures in American anthropology. Boas wrote in both German and English, and in his published works in both languages he overwhelmingly preferred Ø-plurals for Type IV ethnonyms (and even for the name of at least one European ethnic group); e.g.:
The Eskimo inhabit … [The Central Eskimo (Smithsonian Inst, 1884-5) The usage preferred by Boas continued -and continues -to predominate in scholarly writing, as well as in works intended for a wider readership. Among the other ethnographers who contributed to the first and second volumes of the Handbook of American Indian languages edited by Boas, the majority (P. E. Goddard, J. R. Swanton, R. B. Dixon, L. Frachtenberg and W. Bogoras) used Ø-plurals without exception for Type IV ethnonyms. The twenty-volume series The North American Indian by Edward S. Curtis [1907-1930; reprint 
Further observations concerning the declension of Type IV ethnonyms.
The widespread use of Ø-plurals with Type IV ethnonyms finds no parallel in the declension of common nouns borrowed in recent times from non-Western languages. Words such as fez, dhow, quetzal, coypu, wallaby, cacique and sachem are regularly declined with plurals in -(e)s. Except in the case of 'hunting/fishing' Ø-plurals (moose, caribou, muskellunge ), nouns borrowed from aboriginal languages take regular plurals. In this section I will consider two factors, associated with the appropriation of a scholarly writing style by professional ethnologists, to account for the special treatment of the ethnonyms of "uncivilized peoples." 4.1. Ø-plurals and collectivity. In his study of grammatical number in English, W. Hirtle [1982:20] sees the use of Ø-plurals with nouns designating both ethnic groups and animal species as a linguistic means of representing individuals as "partaking of the collectivity." He writes, "according to some grammarians, an example like these Micmacs evokes a number of individuals, whereas these Micmac emphasizes more strongly the notion of tribe member, of the collectivity. In the case of animals something similar can be observed: where most people would speak of, say, two bears to characterize two animals, hunters, naturalists, conservationists, etc.
-"cognoscenti", as one writer terms such speakers -would be more likely to use a zero plural … This use of the zero plural is characteristic of precisely those speakers who are most cognizant of the species as an entity with its own characteristic traits of behavior" [loc. cit.]. Further on in the same monograph Hirtle again speaks "of words naming members of tribes and other ethnic groups: 2000 Eskimo or these western Carrier, but an Eskimo or a western Carrier … One interesting question concerning these nouns is what distinguishes them from nouns of nationality (e.g. Canadian, Dane, Brazilian ), which are not found in the internal plural [= Ø-plural -KT]. The distinction would seem to involve the impression expressed by Eskimo, etc. of an inherent, innate characteristic linking one individual with others in an ethnic group. Nationality words, on the other hand, suggest a more accidental relation of a geographical or a political character. However the problem requires further investigation before even a tentative explanation can be offered" [1982:68] .
The key points to take note of in Hirtle's observations are, first, the linking of the declensions of Type IV ethnonyms and game animals as reflecting the same underlying semantics (emphasis on collectivity or species), and, second, the claim that the use of Ø-plurals is characteristic of "cognoscenti" in particular.
Ø-plurals and the cognoscenti.
In a discussion of the declension of animal names in English, Allan [1976: 102] observes that the 'hunting/fishing' Ø-plurals are also frequent "in reports of animals observed in nature reserves particularly by game rangers and cognoscenti." He illustrates the contrast between the usage of experts and non-experts with the following sentences (his acceptability judgments):
We bagged three elephant that day. We observed three elephant in the game park. ?We saw three elephant in the game park. ?*We saw three elephant at the zoo.
Commenting on Allan's data, Hirtle [1982: 57] adds that "the third sentence would sound pretentious if spoken by the average tourist, simply because he would not have the knowledge of the species permitting him to see the individuals as animated by it. By the same token, the second sentence is quite acceptable because the use of observed implies a more cognizant speaker."
The conclusion one would draw from Allan's and Hirtle's work is that the Ø-plurals of Type IV ethnonyms would be favored by those whose relation to nonWestern ethnic groups corresponds to that of "game rangers and cognoscenti" to animals. This prediction is borne out by the data presented here -and more explicitly in the remarks by de Voto cited above. I do not think it a coincidence that a sharp increase in the use of Ø-plurals occurred at the same time as the professionalization of American anthropology. It appears, nonetheless, that there is more than the perception of an "innate characteristic linking one individual with others in an ethnic group" behind the linguistic behavior of social scientists; one should consider the possible influence of certain non-English plurals used by writers of an earlier era.
Ø-plurals and Latinate plurals.
Until relatively recently, familiarity with the classical languages was widespread, almost universal, among those Europeans who had access to the medium of writing. Latin and Greek sources provided not only the informational background for many works written in the vernacular languages, but also many surface features of these texts. The presence of the classical languages could range from scattered quotations or borrowings within a clearly vernacular matrix to something approaching the opposite extreme (e.g. the Lindisfarne gospels, in Latin with Old English interlinear glosses).
In most cases proper names of Latin and Greek origin were assimilated to English morphological patterns in texts of the 16th to 18th centuries (e.g. The majority of ethnonyms taken from classical-language sources are likewise assimilated into English, sometimes through derivational suffixation (Etrusci fi Etruscans, Sarmatae fi Sarmatians, &c.), sometimes without (Gothi fi Goths ). In many instances, however, the ethnonym is taken unchanged from Latin, even though the ethnonyms in its immediate context may have English -(e)s plurals: The Goths, the Vandals, the Gepidae, the Burgundians, the Alemanni, wasted each other's strength by destructive hostilities … They granted a settlement to several colonies of the Carpi, the Bastarnae, and the Sarmatians In some cases the nonassimilated declension may have been resorted to because the author had no assimilated ethnonym ready to hand. At the same time, could it have been the case that at least some writers employed Latinate declensions to add an aura of prestige to a text primarily written in the vulgar tongue?
Consider 11 In some later translations, including the revision of Luther's text in modern orthography, the Latin declensions are preserved only for the names of the central figure (Jesus, Christus ) . The names of mortals, by contrast, are either undeclined, or morphologically assimilated into German (e.g. masculine genitive in -s 12 One is tempted to see here a shift in the way the prestige believed to be conferred by a classical language was distributed. If Luther used Latin, and occasionally Greek, declensions to highlight the sacredness of the text as a whole, the later editors distributed them more locally, to emphasize the sacredness of a particular figure as against all of the other characters mentioned.
Let us return to English literature. Some of the works cited above, such as Gibbon's Decline and fall, were considered essential reading for members of the privileged classes until this century, and still enjoy high repute (as indicated, for example, by their enshrinement in the Britannica's Great Books of the Western World series). The use of more-or-less unassimilated bits of Latin and Greek can be seen, naturally enough, as a sign of familiarity with a body of knowledge considered prestigious by many in our culture. This practice of appropriating surface features from texts composed in one language, and employing them strategically within the matrix of writings in another language, is not limited to the importation of Latin and Greek lexemes. Words from non-Western languages have also been appropriated in this fashion, for the same purpose. This influence could operate at at least two levels: the morphological and the phonological.
[a] Morphological: Just as many 16th-19th century English writers made use of nouns inflected as in Latin or Greek in their vernacular-language works, some later writers have employed the declensional patterns of a non-Western language for proper nouns set in an English text. T. E. Lawrence employs Arabic singulars and plurals for most of the tribal and clan names mentioned in his Seven pillars of wisdom (1926) [Schaffhausen, 1864; reprint NY: Johnson Reprints, 1967] ); e.g. sg. der Bedui, pl. die Beduan "Bedouins". In using Latinate plurals, of course, Gibbon, Milton, Burton et al. were tacitly indexing the body of classical learning shared by them and their intended audience; Lawrence may have been doing something of the same (with a much smaller circle of intended readers), though I cannot be sure of this. In any event, one would imagine that this type of usage would be resorted to less often with ethnonyms derived directly from non-Western languages (rather than through classical intermediaries, as in Gibbon's case), except in special contexts (professional journal or conference) where the audience is likely to know something of the language in question.
[b] Phonological: Most often it is the case that the declension in English texts of an ethnonym derived from a native word takes no account of its morphological alternations in the language of origin. Thus we have ethnonyms derived from what were originally plurals (e.g. Bantu < Swahili ba-'plural prefix' + ntu 'man'; cp Swahili singular mu+ntu 'a man'; likewise Inuit < absolutive plural of Eskimo inuk 'a man'), which can function as singulars in English (a Bantu, the Bantu(s); an Inuit, the Inuit(s) ).
On the other hand, there is evidence that certain authors who may in fact have little knowledge of the source languages inflect ethnonyms in a manner which implies a degree of imitation of Gibbon et al. at the phonological level. In a number of texts from the past century, the authors, in presenting lists of ethnonyms of peoples from the same geographical and cultural regions, specifically avoid adding the -(e)s plural to ethnonyms ending in a final vowel, especially -i, e.g.: Paper # 191, 1980.] One plausible explanation for this behavior is the subliminal influence of vowel-final plurals in much of the learned vocabulary of Greek, Latin or Romance origin -foci, loci, literati, tempi; varia, strata, flora -but perhaps more particularly the Latinate plurals in -i or -ae of ethnonyms 13 cited in the widely-read works (widely-read in certain circles, at least) of 16th-19th century historians, philologists and humanists.
If this conjecture is substantially correct, it would follow that these ethnonyms could be considered a special subgroup of Type IIIb: just as the final sibilants of Chuvash, Cheremis, Abkhaz &c inhibit the addition of a sibilant English plural suffix, so the final vowels of exotic-sounding ethnonyms recall the Latinate plural forms of ethnonyms in works produced within a prestigious scholarly tradition, and likewise discourage the suffixation of -s. To the Sprachgefühl of an initiated reader (but not too initiated!), these words sound plural.
Summary and conclusion.
The professionalisation of American anthropology (associated with Franz Boas in particular) at the turn of the century is accompanied by a marked increase in the use of Ø-plurals of the "names of uncivilized peoples" in ethnographic literature. Why would one seek a link between declensional preference and the professionalization of ethnology?
The linguists Allan and Hirtle have noted an association between the Ø-pluralization of names of animals and ethnic groups, and a certain expertise or connoisseurship claimed by the speaker: We bagged two brindled gnu and four water-boc; … five years of fieldwork among the Akhvakh … &c.). The nonavailability of a distinct plural form is also linked with collectivity (mass nouns and the like), and, so the explanation goes, it is the "cognoscenti" -ethnologists, zoologists, hunters -who are most prone to use this linguistic device to represent individuals as "partaking of the collectivity" [Hirtle, p. 20] .
Without denying that Allan and Hirtle are in fact on to something, I propose here another factor suggested by a historical examination of ethnographic writing: the (largely unconscious) indexing of the learned literature of an earlier era through the avoidance of -(e)s plurals for "exotic" ethnonyms. In previous centuries it was common practice for writers within the humanist tradition to import many surface features of Greek and Latin texts into their vernacular-language writings. In the case of ethnonyms in particular, the names of peoples unfamiliar to the writer save through classical-language sources were frequently taken unchanged from the Latin, even though the ethnonyms in its immediate context might have English -(e)s plurals. My hypothesis is that this usage has become part of the stereotype of the scholarly writings of previous centuries, and thus endowed with a certain aura of erudition and prestige, especially in the eyes of those who adopt a distinctly 'academic' style of expression. When de Voto characterized the Ø-plural as a usage imposed by the "guild oaths" of professional ethnology, he was hardly exaggerating. Finally, it is a curious fact that many scholarly writers selectively avoid adding the -(e)s plural to "exotic" ethnonyms ending in a final vowel, a reflection, I suspect, of the subliminal influence of vowel-final plurals in much of the learned vocabulary of Greek, Latin or Romance origin.
